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Abstract.
BACKGROUND: The survival rate of experimental animals is a very important index in chemical toxicity evaluation experi-
ments. The calculation of nematode survival rate is used in many experiments.
OBJECTIVE: Traditional survival rate quantification methods require manual counting. This is a time-consuming and laborious
work when using 384-well plate for high-throughput chemical toxicity assessment experiments. At present, there is a great need
for an automatic method to identify the survival rate of nematodes in the experiment of chemical toxicity evaluation.
METHODS: We designed an automatic nematode survival rate recognition method by combining the bright field experimental
image of nematodes and the dark field image of nematodes which is captured after adding Propidium Iodide dye, and used it to
calculate the nematode survival rate in different chemical environments. Experiment results show that the survival rate obtained
by our automatic counting method is very similar to the survival rate obtained by manual counting.
RESULTS: Through several different chemical experiments, we can see that chemicals with different toxicity have different
effects on the survival rate of nematodes. And the survival rate of nematodes under different chemical concentrations has an
obvious gradient trend from high concentration to low concentration. In addition, our method can quantify the motility of
nematodes. There are also significant differences in the motility of nematodes cultured in different chemical environments.
Moreover, the nematode motility under different chemical concentrations showed an obvious gradient change trend from high
concentration to low concentration.
CONCLUSION: Our study provides an accurate and efficient nematode survival rate recognition method for chemical toxicology
research.
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1. Introduction

With the development of technology, various environmental factors are recognized as hazarders to
health. The traditional method of chemical toxicity assessment is rodent model animals-based. Current in
vivo rodent models of toxicity can no longer meet the increasing requirements of toxicological evaluation
of so many new chemicals. The conventional animal testing is labor intensive and time consuming,
resulting in a large number of toxicants not being tested at all. In addition, the new model and assessment
approach are urgently required due to the European Union’s Cosmetics Regulation, which has forbidden
the use of ingredients tested in animals since March 2013, and the growing discrepancy between the
number of chemicals being introduced into commerce and the ability to thoroughly evaluate their toxicity
in animals. Therefore, there is a critical need to develop more efficient and accurate techniques of toxicity
predictive screening based on the new technology and methods.

The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans is a classic model animal in the research of life science. It has
great potential value in the chemical rapid toxicity screening and complying with principles of “3R” for
short life cycle, easy operation and low cost. Undoubtedly, C. elegans has emerged as an important model
animal in various fields including neurobiology, developmental biology, aging, and genetics [1–3]. C.
elegans represents an excellent complement to in vitro cell culture-based systems and in vivo vertebrate
models. In the recent decades, C. elegans has been proven to be a valuable model animal for both
toxicity assessment and toxicological mechanism study of complex chemicals, such as heavy metal,
fine particulate matter (PM2.5), and so on [4–8]. Compared with other model organisms, such as mice,
nematodes have the advantages of low cost and easy operation. The use of nematodes in chemical toxicity
assessment can increase the chemical toxicity evaluation efficiency, reduce cost, as well as refine, reduce,
or replace vertebrate animal testing. Considering the welfare of experimental animals and the principle
of substitution of experimental animals, it is very meaningful to use nematodes for chemical toxicity
screening and evaluation experiments, particularly, by a way of high-throughput screening. The objective
of high-throughput chemical screening is to shortlist chemicals showing high toxicity, thereby setting
priority for regulations as well as further toxicity testing in mammalian models.

The survival rate of experimental animal is the most important index to measure the toxicity of
chemicals, whether using rodents or nematodes. Previously, the computation of survival rate of nematodes
requires manual counting, which is time-consuming and laborious. At present, there is a great need for
an automatic method to identify the survival rate of nematodes in the experiment of chemical toxicity
evaluation using nematodes.

Experiments using nematodes for chemical toxicity assessment generally measure the survival rate of
nematodes after 12 or 24 hours of cultivation in the environment with chemicals. We have previously
demonstrated that C. elegans as a multicellular model organism may have greater advantages in predicting
the rodent acute toxicity than in vitro cytotoxicity model, and the more toxic the chemicals, the higher the
mortality of nematodes. Compared with less toxic chemicals, nematodes cultured in more toxic chemicals
die more after a certain period of time [9].

In some studies, the phenotype of nematodes was calculated by processing the experimental images
of nematodes [10,11]. However, these methods are difficult to accurately calculate the survival rate of
nematodes in a short time because of the influence of some factors such as the activity frequency of
nematodes, the morphology of nematodes and the length of experimental video shooting time.

Designing an automatic calculation method for nematode survival rate is very helpful for the toxicity
assessment of chemicals using nematodes. Here, we designed an automatic nematode survival rate
recognition method and used it to calculate the nematode survival rate in different chemical environments.
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Table 1
List of chemicals and concentrations

Group name Chemical name Concentration (mg/ml)
X1 Saffron 0.5
X2 Saffron 0.25
X3 Saffron 0.125
X4 Saffron 0.0625
Cd1 Cadmium chloride 8
Cd2 Cadmium chloride 4
Cd3 Cadmium chloride 2
Cd4 Cadmium chloride 1
K Control (k-medium) 0

2. Methods

2.1. C. elegans culture conditions

Wild-type (N2) strain of C. elegans was maintained on NGM agar plates (3 g/L NaCl, 17 g/L agar,
2.5 g/L peptone, 1 ml/L cholesterol (5 mg/methyl alcohol), 1 ml/L 1M MgSO4, 1 ml 1M CaCl2, 25 ml/L
PPB buffer), supplemented with E. coli OP50 (culture in LB medium) at 20◦C [9].

2.2. Growth synchronization

N2 animals were grown to gravid adult on 90 mm NGM agar plates supplemented with E. coli OP50.
The plates were rinsed with M9 buffer (3 g/L KH2PO4, 6 g/L Na2HPO4, 5 g/L NaCl, 1 ml/L 1 M MgSO4)
and the nematodes were transferred to a 15 mL conical tube. The nematodes were allowed to settle to
the bottom of the tube for 5–10 minutes, after which the buffer was carefully removed from the top. The
worm pellet was re-suspended in M9 buffer and this wash step was repeated to remove residual bacteria.
Age synchronization of the nematode was achieved by bleaching the gravid hermaphrodites (0.5 mL 10
M NaOH, 0.5 mL 5% HClO, 9 mL ddH2O) and allowed to hatch overnight in M9 buffer at 20◦C [7].

2.3. The used chemicals and concentrations

The Cadmium chloride was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. The Saffron was obtained from Huamiao
Co. The solutions were prepared in K-Miedium (3.04 g NaCl and 2.39 g KCl in 1L ultrapure water) [7].
According to the C. elegans 24 h median lethal concentration (LC50) of Cadmium chloride (LC50 =
0.85 mg/ml, 95% CI 0.62, 1.19) [9] and maximal tolerance dose (MTD) of Saffron (0.5 mg/ml), the final
concentrations of the tested chemicals are shown in Table 1.

2.4. Chemical treatment

Worms were exposed to chemicals for 384-well plate acute toxicity experiment tests. Eight parallel
tests were then carried out for the specific points of the concentration gradients for each chemical. Worms
were then observed with each specific chemical condition in K-medium for 24 h. In every single well,
about 10∼20 L4 stage worms (50 µL in each well) are treated to the 2x chemical solution (50 µL in each
well) [6].
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2.5. Experimental images and videos capture

Videos of each well were taken with the programmed acquisition procedure under the bright field (10
frames per well) and dark field (3 frames per well). 1 uL PI (1mg/mL) dye was added in each well before
take the dark field videos. All videos are collected using the digital camera (ZEISS, Observer.Z1) attached
to an inverted microscope [7].

2.6. Bright field image processing

The bright field experimental image processing pipeline is shown in the first row of Fig. 4. First,
the color image is converted to gray image; and then the uneven illumination in bright field image is
solved [6,11]. Next, we segment the gray image and get the segmented result image. We can calculate the
number of nematodes in the segmented result image.

2.7. Dark field image processing

The dark field experimental image processing pipeline is shown in the second row of Fig. 4. First, the
color image is converted to gray image. Next, we segment the gray image and get the segmented result
image. We can calculate the number of nematodes in the segmented result image. In dark field images,
only dead nematodes show fluorescence. The number of live nematodes is obtained by subtracting the
number of nematodes in the dark field image from the number of nematodes in the bright field image.

2.8. Bright field video processing

The motility of nematodes can be obtained by processing the experimental video of nematodes. The
motility reflects the average motility of nematodes in each chemical environment. Each video consists of
a fixed number of frames. Each frame is an image, it is processed in the same way as above. Motility is
quantified by the change of nematode body position in two adjacent frames.

2.9. Survival rate quantification automatically

The number of nematodes identified from the bright field experiment image is the original number of
nematodes (set it as x). The nematodes identified from the dark field experimental images are the number
of nematodes that died under different experimental conditions (set it as y). Then, the survival rate of
nematodes under different experimental conditions is (x-y)/x.

2.10. Quantification of worm motility

We designed the method to quantify the motility of nematodes cultured in different chemical environ-
ments for 24 hours. Nematode motility is a phenotype that is difficult to quantify manually. By shooting
and analyzing the nematode experiment video, we can quantitatively give the nematode motility in
different environments. The motility of nematodes can be obtained by processing the experimental video
of nematodes. The motility reflects the average motility of nematodes in each chemical environment.
Each video consists of a fixed number of frames. Each frame is an image, it is processed in the same way
as above. Motility is quantified by the change of nematode body position in two adjacent frames.
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Fig. 1. The program automatic counting worm survival rate results under different chemicals with different concentrations.

2.11. Statistical analysis

Results are presented as means ± SD (standard deviation). The R package is used for the computation of
Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) between the manual counting survival rate results and the program
automatic counting survival rate results.

3. Results

3.1. The survival rate of different chemicals

The calculation of nematode survival rate is used in many experiments. Traditional methods require
manual counting. This is a time-consuming and laborious work. We designed an automatic nematode
survival rate recognition method and used it to calculate the nematode survival rate in different chemical
environments. We can automatically identify the survival rate of nematodes by combining the bright field
experimental image of nematodes and the dark field image after adding Propidium Iodide (PI) dye. In the
dark field experiment image after adding the PI dye, the dead nematode will have strong fluorescence.
Thus, the dead nematodes can be identified from the dark field experiment images [9].

We designed experiments of nematodes in several different chemical environments. The used chemicals
and concentrations are shown in Table 1. These chemicals have varying degrees of toxicity. Each chemical
also has different toxicity at different concentrations. Figure 1 shows the survival rate of nematodes
in different experimental environments obtained by our automatic recognition method. The 24-hour
survival rate after the addition of chemicals is an important indicator of toxicity. In Fig. 1, we can see that
there is significant difference among different chemicals and different concentrations in 24-hour survival
rate. The survival rate obtained by our automatic calculation method shows that the survival rate of
nematodes decreases with the increase of saffron concentration. Compared with the Control (k-medium)
group, different concentrations of Cadmium chloride will affect the survival rate of nematodes. Cadmium
chloride has great toxicity to nematodes. Compared with saffron, Cadmium chloride had a greater effect
on the survival rate of nematodes. The survival rate obtained by our automatic recognition method shows
that the survival rate of nematodes decreased with the increase of Cadmium chloride concentration.

We also use the traditional method [9] to compute the nematode survival rate manually. Figure 2 shows
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Fig. 2. The manual counting survival rate results and the program automatic counting survival rate results.

Fig. 3. The program automatic quantified worm motility under different chemicals with different concentrations.

Fig. 4. The pipeline of the process of bright field and dark field experimental images (2.5X, Inverted ZEISS Observer.Z1). The
first row is the processing flow of bright field experimental image. The second row is the processing flow of dark field experiment
image.
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the comparison between the nematode survival rate obtained by manual counting and the nematode
survival rate obtained by our automatic counting method. The x-axis in the figure is the survival rate
of nematodes obtained by manual counting, and the y-axis is the survival rate of nematodes obtained
by our automatic counting method. In Fig. 2, we can see that the manual counting survival rate results
and the program automatic counting survival rate results are similar. The Pearson correlation coefficient
(PCC) between the manual counting survival rate results and the program automatic counting survival
rate results is 0.9606431. This proves that the survival rate obtained by our automatic counting method is
very similar to the survival rate obtained by manual counting.

The results show that the designed method can automatically and accurately calculate the survival
rate of nematodes in different chemical environments and it will save a lot of manpower and avoid the
operation deviation of different experimenters.

3.2. Quantification of worm motility

In addition to the survival rate of nematodes, the activity ability of nematodes is another important
index to observe the impact of different chemicals on nematodes.

Figure 3 shows the quantitative results of nematode motility in different chemical environments. From
the figure, we can see that saffron and Cadmium chloride have an effect on the motility of nematodes.
Because of the high toxicity of Cadmium chloride, most nematodes have died after being cultured in
the environment with Cadmium chloride for 24 hours. Even in the environment with low concentration
of Cadmium chloride, the motility of nematodes after 24 hours of culture is relatively weak. Saffron is
less toxic than Cadmium chloride. Saffron has little effect on the survival rate of nematodes. Saffron
will not reduce the motility of nematodes, and low concentration of saffron can promote the motility
of nematodes. Compared with the control group, the nematodes cultured in the environment with low
concentration of saffron have higher motility.

4. Discussion

The toxicity assessment and risk management of chemicals is highly associated with human health. At
present, the conventional model of which rodent tests can no longer meet the increasing requirements of
chemical toxicological evaluation. Studies on the non-rodent in vivo model organisms are becoming a
potential perspective and frontiers in the research field of chemicals toxicity risk assessment. Meanwhile,
there is an urgent need to develop more efficient and accurate screening techniques for toxicity prediction
in Tox21 (Toxicology in the 21st Century) program, which is a multiagency collaborative effort among
the NIH’s NIEHS/NTP, the EPA, and the FDA [12]. Its Phase III proposed that incorporate into the
testing strategy more physiologically-relevant cell types and lower organisms (e.g., zebrafish, C. elegans),
coupled to high content screening and high throughput transcriptomics platforms to assess chemical
toxicity [13].

Nematode is a very important model organism [14]. Work in C. elegans has led to seminal discoveries
in neuroscience, development, signal transduction, cell death, aging, and RNA interference [15]. The
unique features of C. elegans make it an excellent model to complement mammalian models in toxicology
research. Characteristics of this model animal that have contributed to its success include its well-
characterized genome and genetic manipulability, invariant and fully described developmental program,
ease of maintenance, short life cycle, simple construction and small body size. This model organism has
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been used in the area of toxicology [10,16]. Many researches demonstrated that C. elegans is an efficient
and sensitive model for assessing chemical toxicity.

C. elegans is a valuable model for predicting chemicals’ acute toxicity in rodents [9,17]. The unique
features of C. elegans indicate that the nematode is an excellent model to complement mammalian
models in toxicology research. Experiments with C. elegans do not have the experimental complexity
as in vertebrate models, yet still permit the testing of hypotheses in vivo. Evidences show that there
is a significant correlation of chemical acute toxicity between the nematode and the rodent [9]. High-
throughput chemical screening in 384 well plates or microfluidic chips with nematode has been proposed
as a quicker and less expensive method for toxicity testing [6,18]. This makes nematodes to be used
in many chemical toxicity assessment experiments [16,19–22]. Thus C. elegans may provide a rapid,
efficient and cost-effective method for predicting the acute toxicity of a large number of chemicals in a
relatively short time.

However, until now, there is no automatic calculation method to accurately calculate the survival rate
of nematodes in a short time because of the influence of diverse factors such as the activity frequency of
nematodes, the morphology of nematodes and the length of experimental video shooting time. Experiments
using nematodes for chemical toxicity assessment generally measure the survival rate of nematodes after
12 or 24 hours of cultivation in the environment with chemicals [9,23]. The more toxic the chemicals,
the higher the mortality of nematodes. Compared with less toxic chemicals, nematodes cultured in more
toxic chemicals die more after a certain period of time.

Chemical toxicity assessment experiment is different from experiments such as aging. Most aging
related experiments need to maintain the observation of nematodes throughout their life cycle. In the
toxicity evaluation experiment, we only need to observe the survival rate in a fixed period of time.
Therefore, PI dye can be used to identify whether nematodes survive, so as to improve the accuracy of
nematode survival rate identification. In addition, our method can quantify the motility of nematodes.
Thus, the effects of different chemicals on nematodes can be studied from more indicators.

We choose the Saffron as the subject, because of the crocin, an active constituent of Crocus sativus L.
(saffron) has the protective effect on neurotoxicity in Wistar rats. The Cadmium chloride was used as
the positive control [24]. We found that the nematodes exhibit motility decline rather than death when
exposed to high concentration of Saffron.

Propidium iodide cannot cross the membrane of live cells and has evidenced of having no toxic effects
on neurons [25]. Flow cytometric method for measuring the percentage of apoptotic nuclei after propidium
iodide staining in hypotonic buffer proves useful for assessing apoptosis of specific cell populations
in heterogeneous tissues such as bone marrow, thymus and lymph nodes [26]. But propidium iodide
was confirmed that has acute toxicity on mouse (LD50 = 16 mg/kg) [27]. The toxicity of PI makes this
method cannot detect the survival rate at multiple time points for the acute toxicity. This limitation can
be overcome by increasing experimental repetition. For example, half of the samples are selected for
survival rate recognition at the first time point, and the remaining half of the samples are used for survival
rate recognition at the second time point.

5. Conclusion

The proposed method can automatically calculate the survival rate of nematodes in different chemical
environments. This will save a lot of manpower and avoid the operation deviation of different experi-
menters. Experiment results show that the survival rate obtained by our automatic counting method is very
similar to the survival rate obtained by manual counting. Through several different chemical experiments,
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we can see that chemicals with different toxicity have different effects on the survival rate of nematodes.
And the survival rate of nematodes under different chemical concentrations has an obvious gradient
trend from high concentration to low concentration. In addition, our method can quantify the motility
of nematodes. There are also significant differences in the motility of nematodes cultured in different
chemical environments. Moreover, the nematode motility under different chemical concentrations showed
an obvious gradient change trend from high concentration to low concentration.
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